
NTSSA PARENT’S CODE OF CONDUCT 
1. Children have more need for example than for criticism. Attempt to relieve the pressure of the 
competition, not increase it. A child is easily affected by outside influences. 
2. Be kind to your child’s coach and officials. The coach is a volunteer, giving of personal time and  
money to provide a recreational activity for your child. 
3. The opponents are necessary friends; without them your child could not participate. 
4. Applaud good plays by your team and by members of the opposing team. 
5. Do not openly question an official’s judgment and honesty. Officials are symbols of fair play, integrity, 
and sportsmanship. 
6. Accept the results of each game. Encourage your child to be gracious in victory, and to turn defeat 
into victory by working towards improvement. 
7. Remember your child is involved in organized sports for their enjoyment, NOT YOURS! 
8. Encourage your child to always play by the rules. 
9. Teach your child that honest effort is as important as victory so that the result of each game is 
accepted without undue disappointment. 
10. Remember that your child learns by example. Children mimic what their parents say. Criticism of the 
coach, officials, teammates, and/or opponents fosters bad attitudes and can only lead to a negative 
experience for your child. 
11. Parents should remember that a coach has an entire team of players to consider when making 
decisions regarding position, playing time, substitutions, and strategy. The team does not revolve 
around one player. 
 
(Following are excerpts from RYSA By-Laws. Please refer to our website for full document.) 
1.3. Code of Ethics/Conduct 
All players, coaches, assistant coaches, team managers and parents are expected to conduct themselves 
in a manner that supports the purpose of RYSA on and off the field. In the event of conflict or 
disagreement, all players, coaches, and parents are advised to pursue any such problems through the 
established RYSA guidelines. Any case of significant or continued activity, which causes disruption to the 
overall purpose, shall be dealt with by RYSA to the extent necessary to remove or eliminate such 
disruption(s). Any Board members serving in another capacity such as a Coach, Manager, or Referee 
cannot enact their role or position of authority on the board for any conflict or disagreement directly 
involving the team(s), player(s), or game(s)/match(es) to which they serve or attend except when no 
other Board member(s) or Referee official(s) are available to immediately intervene or effectively 
remedy the situation. In the event of such occurrence the Board must be given a full, detailed report for 
review and disciplinary action, if warranted. The voting membership of RYSA is made up of the coach of 
each registered Team. Only this group may vote on changes to RYSA Bylaws, Rules & Regulations and/or 
for members of the Board. 
 
6.1.1. Conduct of the Coaches, Assistant Coaches, Team Managers, players, parents or 
spectators is required to be of high caliber when such individuals are participating in 
NTSSA or RYSA sponsored events, either directly or indirectly. 

7.1.4. RYSA does hold the team and coach jointly responsible for the conduct of his or her 
players, parents and spectators. 

I understand this is just a small subset of RYSA rules and that I can access the full documents on the 

RYSA website. 


